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BY EXPRESS MAIL NO, EL387335555US
Attorney Docket No. SCNY-T0925

IMAGE PROCESSING APPARATUS AND METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an image processing

apparatus and method.

A technique of arithmetically operating an image

signal is being spread widely. This technique is utilized,

for example, to determine a three-dimensional image of an

imaging object by arithmetically operating an image

signal

.

In order to obtain a plurality of signals necessary

for arithmetic operation, where such an image pickup

device as a CCD (Charge Coupled Device) is used, an image

of an imaging object is picked up repetitively. Image

signals obtained by the repetitive image picking up

operations are stored into a memory device such as a

frame memory. Then, the thus stored signals are read out

from the storage device and used for such arithmetic

operation as described above.

Also such a non- scanning type image pickup device

as disclosed in Japanese Patent Publication No. hei 6-

25653 has been proposed as a method and an apparatus for

realizing real-time geometric measurement.

However, where an image of an imaging object is



picked up repetitively, since the time of, for example,

33.3 msec or 16.6 msec is required for a single image

picking up operation, there is a subject to be solved

that this time required for the image pickup makes an

upper limit and a result of arithmetic operation of image

information cannot be obtained at a higher rate.

Also it is a subject to be solved that, since a

result of arithmetic operation of an image signal cannot

be obtained unless an image picking up operation is

performed repetitively, a result of arithmetic operation

cannot be obtained on the real-time basis.

In the non- scanning type image pickup device

disclosed in Japanese Patent Publication No. hei 6-25653,

since outputs of individual pixels arrayed on the image

pickup device are handled independently of one another,

output signal lines of the pixels cannot be formed as a

common output signal line or lines. Further, since the

non -scanning type image pickup device does not include

storage means for the pixels, it has a subject to be

solved that it loses such a characteristic of the "non-

scanning type" that individual pixels operate

independently of one another and consequently cannot

perform real-time processing.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide

an image processing apparatus and method wherein image

signals obtained by photoelectric conversion of light

received individually by elements for receiving light

from an object to be imaged can be arithmetically

processed on the real-time basis.

In order to attain the object described above,

according to the present invention, image signals

obtained by photoelectric conversion of light received

individually by elements for receiving light from an

object to be imaged are arithmetically operated in

accordance with a predetermined rule.

More particularly, according to an aspect of the

present invention, there is provided an image processing

apparatus having an optical area in which a plurality of

elements are disposed in a matrix, comprising light

reception means, for receiving light introduced into the

elements of the optical area and photoelectrically

converting the light, arithmetic operation means for

arithmetically operating a signal obtained for each of

the elements by the photoelectric conversion by the light

reception means in accordance with a predetermined rule,

outputting means for outputting a result of the



arithmetic operation of the arithmetic operation means

for each of the elements, and timing adjustment means for

adjusting a timing at which the result of the arithmetic

operation is to be outputted for each of the plurality of

elements from the outputting means.

The arithmetic operation means may include storage

means for successively storing a plurality of signals at

different timings obtained by the photoelectric

conversion. In this instance, the arithmetic operation

means may execute comparison arithmetic operation for a

combination of a plurality of ones of the signals stored

in the storage means. The comparison arithmetic operation

may include an arithmetic operation for determining a

maximum value or a minimum value of the signal

.

The outputting means may output results of the

arithmetic operation for each of the rows or the columns

of the elements at a timing adjusted by the timing

adjustment means

.

According to another aspect of the present

invention, there is provided an image processing method

for an image processing apparatus which has an optical

area in which a plurality of elements are disposed in a

matrix, comprising a light reception step of receiving

light introduced into the elements of the optical area



and photoelectrically converting the light, an arithmetic

operation step of arithmetically operating a signal

obtained for each of the elements by the photoelectric

conversion of the processing in the light reception step

in accordance with a predetermined rule, an outputting

step of outputting a result of the arithmetic operation

of the processing in the arithmetic operation step for

each of the elements, and a timing adjustment step of

adjusting a timing at which the result of the arithmetic

operation is to be outputted for each of the plurality of

elements by the processing in the outputting step.

In the image processing apparatus and the image

processing method, light introduced into each of the

elements of the optical area is photoelectrically

converted, and a signal obtained by the photoelectric

conversion for each of the elements is arithmetically

operated in accordance with the predetermined rule. Then,

a result of the arithmetic operation is outputted for

each of the elements. Consequently, arithmetic operation

processing of image information can be performed on the

real-time basis.

The above and other objects, features and

advantages of the present invention will become apparent

from the following description and the appended claims.



taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in

which like parts or elements denoted by like reference

symbols

.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a construction of

an image processing apparatus to which the present

invention is applied;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a construction of

a distance sensor of the horizontal type shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a construction of

a distance sensor of the vertical type shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a detailed

construction of picture elements shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating an arithmetic

operation method of a peak of light received;

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view showing a detailed

construction of an arithmetic operation section shown in

FIG. 4;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating operation of

the image processing apparatus shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a

picture element shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 9 is a timing chart illustrating operation of



a picture element shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing another

construction of a distance sensor shown in FIG. 1; and

FIG. 11 is a timing chart illustrating operation of

the distance sensor of FIG. 10.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring first to FIG. 1, there is shown an image

processing apparatus to which the present invention is

applied. The image processing apparatus shown is

generally denoted at 1 and includes a pattern light

projection section 12, an imager 15, a video signal

processing section 16, a distance sensor 17, a shape data

processing section 18, and a system control section 11

which controls operation of the elements just mentioned.

The pattern light projection section 12 irradiates

infrared rays of a pattern necessary for distance

measurement toward an imaging object 2 in accordance with

an instruction from the system control section 11. For

the pattern light, slit light or grid light is used based

on a principle of measurement of the distance sensor 17.

A lens 13 condenses light from the imaging object 2

and introduces the light into a prism 14. The prism 14

spectrally separates the incident light from the lens 13



into visible rays and infrared rays. In particular, since

light from the imaging object includes not only visible

rays but also reflected light from the imaging object of

the infrared rays irradiated from the pattern light

projection section 12 described above, it is spectrally

separated into the visible rays and the infrared rays and

outputs the visible rays to the imager 15 and the

infrared rays to the distance sensor 17,

The imager 15 is formed from a CCD (Charge Coupled

Device) , a CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)

or the like, and extracts color information from the

visible rays inputted thereto from the prism 14 in

response to a synchronizing signal, a control signal and

so forth from the system control section 11 and outputs

the extracted color information as a video signal to the

video signal processing section 16.

The video signal processing section 16 performs

gain adjustment, color adjustment processing and so forth

for the video signal inputted thereto from the imager 15

in response to a synchronizing signal and a control

signal from the system control section 11, converts, when

necessary, the resulting video signal into an analog

signal or a digital signal and outputs the analog or

digital signal as a color video signal to a computer 19.

8



The distance sensor 17 receives the infrared rays

introduced thereto from the prism 14, processes the

received infrared rays in response to a synchronizing

signal and a control signal from the system control

section 11 into a binary digitized signal, and outputs

the resulting signal to the shape data processing section

18. It is to be noted that details of the distance sensor

17 are hereinafter described.

The shape data processing section 18 determines, in

response to a synchronizing signal and a control signal

from the system control section 11, a timing at which the

intensity of the infrared rays exhibits its peak from the

binary digitized signal inputted thereto from the

distance sensor 17, calculates a distance to the imaging

object 2 based on the principle of triangular surveying

from the determined intensity, and arithmetically

operates a three-dimensional shape of the imaging object

2. Then, the shape data processing section 18 outputs a

result of the arithmetic operation as a shape data signal

to the computer 19.

The computer 19 performs computer graphics

processing for the color video signal supplied thereto

from the video signal processing section 16 and the shape

data signal supplied thereto from the shape data



processing section 18. The computer 19 outputs resulting

data to a monitor 3, which may be formed from a CRT

(Cathode Ray Tube) , a LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) or the

like, or to an external storage apparatus 4 so that the

data may be stored into the external storage apparatus 4.

Now, details of the distance sensor 17 are

described with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3. Distance

sensors are roughly divided into two types, and the

distance sensor 17 may be of any of the two types. In

particular, where a first one of the two types is used,

pixels 41 arrayed in a horizontal direction in an optical

area 31 are successively scanned to extract output

signals to be processed from the pixels 41. On the other

hand, where a second one of the two types is used, pixels

41 arrayed in a vertical direction in an optical area 31

are successively scanned to extract output signals to be

processed from the pixels 41. FIG. 2 shows a construction

of the distance sensor 17 of the former type while FIG. 3

shows a construction of the distance sensor 17 of the

latter type.

First, the distance sensor 17 of the horizontally

scanning type is described with reference to FIG. 2.

The optical area 31 includes a plurality of pixels

41 having an arithmetic operation function and disposed



in a matrix of n m (= quantity in the horizontal

direction ^ quantity in the vertical direction) . Each of

the pixels 41 arithmetically operates a signal

corresponding to an amount of received light in response

to a reset pulse signal and a light reception section

transfer pulse signal outputted from a timing generator

32, and outputs a result of the arithmetic operation in a

horizontal direction to an outputting circuit 34 over a

common signal line 42 based on a selection signal

supplied thereto from a horizontal scanning circuit 33a.

It is to be noted that the pixels 41 are hereinafter

described in detail.

The timing generator 32 supplies control pulse

signal to the horizontal scanning circuit 33a and the

outputting circuit 34 and generates and outputs an

amplification section drive pulse signal, a reset pulse

signal and a light reception section transfer pulse

signal to the pixels 41 of the optical area 31 in

accordance with a control signal from the system control

section 11.

The horizontal scanning circuit 33a generates and

supplies a clear pulse signal, a storage section transfer

pulse signal, a comparison section drive pulse signal and

a selection signal to the pixels 41 of the optical area



31 in accordance with a control pulse signal supplied

thereto from the timing generator 32.

The outputting circuit 34 successively receives

output signals of the pixels 41 of the optical area 31

over the common signal lines 42 in synchronism with a

control pulse signal from the timing generator 32 and

outputs the received output signals to the shape data

processing section 18.

An arithmetic operation control section 35 supplies

an arithmetic operation selection signal for selecting

(designating) an arithmetic operation process to be

executed by a matrix circuit 72 (FIG. 6) of a storage

section 61 of an arithmetic operation section 53 of each

of the pixels 41 in accordance with a control signal from

the system control section 11. It is to be noted that the

matrix circuit 72 of the storage section 61 of the

arithmetic operation section 53 is hereinafter described

in detail.

On the other hand, in the distance sensor 17 of the

vertical scanning type shown in FIG. 3, a vertical

scanning circuit 33b is provided in place of the

horizontal scanning circuit 33a of the distance sensor 17

of the horizontal scanning type shown in FIG. 2, and

outputs of the pixels 41 driven by the vertical scanning



circuit 33b are successively supplied in a vertical

direction to the outputting circuit 34 over the common

signal lines 42. The other construction of the distance

sensor 17 of FIG. 3 is similar to that of the distance

sensor 17 of FIG, 2.

Now, details of the pixels 41 are described with

reference to FIG. 4. In FIG. 4, n pixels 41a to 41n

connected to one of the common signal lines 42 shown in

FIG. 2 are shown. Here^ while a construction only of the

pixel 41a is shown, also the other pixels 41b to 41n have

a similar construction. This similarly applies to the

distance sensor 17 of FIG. 3.

A light reception section 51 of the pixel 41a is

formed from a light reception element such as, for

example, a photodiode. The light reception section 51

receives infrared rays inputted thereto from the prism 14,

photoelectrically converts the received infrared rays in

response to a reset pulse signal supplied thereto from

the timing generator 32, and outputs a resulting signal

to an amplification section 52 in response to a light

reception section transfer pulse signal supplied thereto

from the timing generator 32.

The amplification section 52 amplifies the signal

inputted thereto from the light reception section 51 to a



level necessary for processing by an apparatus in the

following stage in synchronism with an amplification

section drive pulse signal supplied thereto from the

timing generator 32, and outputs the signal of the

amplified level to the arithmetic operation section 53.

The arithmetic operation section 53 includes a

storage section 61 and a comparison section 62, and

performs a predetermined arithmetic operation designated

by an arithmetic operation selection signal from the

arithmetic operation control section 35 for a signal

inputted thereto from the amplification section 52 to

produce a binary digitized signal and outputs the binary

digitized signal to an outputting section 54, It is to be

noted that the storage section 61 and the comparison

section 62 are hereinafter described in detail.

The outputting section 54 outputs a signal inputted

thereto from the arithmetic operation section 53 over the

common signal line 42 as a pixel signal in synchronism

with a selection signal from the horizontal scanning

circuit 33a to the outputting circuit 34.

Before the storage section 61 and the comparison

section 62 of the arithmetic operation section 53 are

described, an arithmetic operation of a binary digitized

signal of the arithmetic operation section 53 is



described

.

A signal corresponding to the amount of received

light by the light reception section 51 is amplified by

the amplification section 52 and inputted to the

arithmetic operation section 53. It is assumed that the

sample signal s (k) of the intensity of the infrared rays

of the received light varies together with the timing k

of sampling as shown in FIG. 5. In this instance, each

time the timing k varies, the sample signal of the

infrared rays intensity is indicated as given below:

s(k-3), s(k-2), s(k-l), s (k) , s{k+l), s(k+2),

s {k+3) ,

It is to be noted that k-1 has a value prior in time to k*

In this instance, as a function for detecting the

time at which the intensity of the infrared rays exhibits

its peak, such a function g(k) representing a

displacement difference as given by the following

expression (1) is considered:

g(k) = {s(k) + s(k-l)} - {s(k-2) + s(k-3)} ... (1)

This function g(k) substantially corresponds to

differentiation of the sample signal s (k) , If it is

assumed that the function g(k) assumes a positive higher

value as the sample signal s(k) of the infrared rays

intensity increases, then when g(k) > 0, the sample



signal s (k) of the infrared rays intensity indicates an

increase with respect to the variation of the time, but

on the contrary when g(k) < 0, the intensity of the

sample signal s (k) of the infrared rays intensity

indicates a decrease with respect to the variation of the

time

.

Accordingly, the timing k at which the function

g(k) varies from a positive value to a negative value is

the time at which the sampling signal of the infrared

rays intensity exhibits its peak.

Thus, the time at which a peak of the sample signal

of the infrared rays intensity is detected can be

determined by a similar technique to that described above

using a function f (k) indicated by the following

expression (2) wherein a bias of a predetermined level is

added to the function g(k) taking noise of the sample

signal s(k) of the infrared rays intensity into

consideration as seen from FIG. 5:

f(k) = {s{k) + s{k-l)} - {s(k-2) + s(k-3)} + BIAS

... (2)

As seen from FIG. 5, the function f (k) varies in

response to a variation of the infrared rays intensity

s (k) , and the timing k at an intersecting point at which

the value of the function f (k) illustrated in FIG. 5



varies from a positive value to a negative value across

the zero level indicates the timing at which the infrared

rays intensity s (k) exhibits its peak. It is to be noted

that, in FIG, 5, the peak of the infrared rays intensity

s (k) is at the sampling timing (k-2) displaced from the

timing k. However, since this displacement has a fixed

value which depends uniquely upon the function f(k), an

accurate timing k at which the sample signal s (k) of the

infrared rays intensity exhibits its peak can be

determined by multiplying the timing calculated as above

by a fixed offset.

The arithmetic operation section 53 outputs a

binary digitized signal, which assumes 0 when the value

of the function f (k) given above is in the positive or

zero but assumes 1 when the value of the function f (k) is

in the negative. The outputting circuit 34 outputs the

received binary digitized signal as an output signal to

the shape data processing section 18 in the following

stage. The shape data processing section 18 in the

following state determines the peak of the infrared rays

intensity from the timing of sampling at which the

infrared rays intensity determined from the binary

digitized signal exhibits its peak, and calculates the

distance to the imaging object from the peak value of the



infrared rays intensity in accordance with a principle

similar to that of the triangular surveying.

Subsequently, the storage section 61 and the

comparison section 62 of the arithmetic operation section

53 are described with reference to FIG. 6.

Storage cells 71a to 71d of the storage section 61

successively store a signal inputted from the

amplification section 52 as a sample signal of the

infrared rays intensity in response to clear pulse

signals CLRl to CLR4 sent thereto in synchronism with a

sampling synchronizing signal from the horizontal

scanning circuit 33a.

In particular, if it is assumed that, for example,

at a certain timing k, a sample signal s (k) is stored in

the storage cell 71a, another sample signal s(k-l) in the

storage cell 71b, a further sample signal s(k-2) in the

storage cell 71c and a still further sample signal s(k-3)

in the storage cell 71d, then at the next timing k+1, a

clear pulse signal CLR4 is sent from the horizontal

scanning circuit 33a to the storage cell 71d which has

the oldest signal stored therein so that the signal s (k-

3) which is the preceding sample signal is erased from

the storage cell 71d in synchronism with the clear pulse

signal CLR4 . Immediately after then, a signal from the

18



amplification section 52 is inputted in synchronism with

a reception light section transfer pulse signal sent

thereto from the horizontal scanning circuit 33a, and

thereupon, a sample signal s(k+l) which is a new sample

signal of the infrared rays intensity is stored into the

storage cell 71d. Thereafter, each time the timing k for

sampling varies, a new sample signal of the infrared rays

intensity is successively rewritten and stored into the

storage cell which has the oldest sample signal of the

infrared rays intensity currently stored therein

similarly.

The sample signals of the infrared rays intensity

stored in the storage cells 71a to 71d are outputted in

parallel to a matrix circuit 72.

The matrix circuit 72 controls on/off switching of

switches 81a to 84a, 81b to 84b, 81c to 84c and 81d to

84d in response to an arithmetic operation selection

signal from the arithmetic operation control section 35.

In particular, if the signals outputted from the storage

cells 71a to 71d are represented by signals VI to V4 and,

at a certain timing k, for example, a sample signal s (k)

is stored in the storage cell 71a, another sample signal

s(k-l) in the storage cell 71b, a further sample signal

s(k-2) in the storage cell 71c and a still further sample



signal s{k-3) in the storage cell 71d, then the function

f (k) to be arithmetically operated is represented by the

following expression (3)

:

f(k) = {s(k) + s(k-l)} - {s(k-2) + s(k-3)} + BIAS

... (3)

Consequently,

f(k) = VI + V2 - V3 - V4 + BIAS ... (4)

Then at the next sampling timing k+1, the sample

signal s{k-3) of the infrared rays intensity at the

oldest timing k-3 stored in the storage cell 71d is

replaced by a sample signal s (k+1) . Consequently, the

expression to be arithmetically operated is given by the

following expression

:

f(k+l) = {s(k+l) + s(k)} - {s(k-l) + s(k-2)} + BIAS

... (5)

Consequently,

f(k+l) = V4 + VI - V2 - V3 + BIAS ... (6)

Then, each time the sampling timing varies,

arithmetic operations of the following four different

expressions are repeated;

f(k) = VI + V2 - V3 - V4 + BIAS ... (7)

f(k+l) - V4 + VI - V2 - V3 + BIAS ... (8)

f(k+2) = V3 + V4 - VI - V2 + BIAS „. (9)

f (k+3) = V2 + V3 - V4 - VI + BIAS ... (10)



where the combination of additions and subtractions

is successively changed at each sampling timing to

execute an arithmetic operation in this manner, stored

signals themselves need not be transferred between

storage cells. Consequently^ deterioration of a signal

and so forth which arises upon transfer can be suppressed.

Here, the arithmetic operation modes of the

expressions (7) to (10) given above are defined as modes

A to D, respectively.

Referring back to FIG. 6, the matrix circuit 72

controls on/off switching of the switches 81a to 84a, 81b

to 84b, 81c to 84c and 81d to 84d in response to the

arithmetic operation mode of an arithmetic operation

selection signal transmitted thereto from the arithmetic

operation control section 35. For example, if, at the

timing k, an arithmetic operation selection signal of the

mode A is transmitted from the arithmetic operation

control section 35 to the matrix circuit 72, then the

matrix circuit 72 switches the switches 81a to 84a on so

that the signal VI stored in the storage cell 71a and the

signal V2 stored in the storage cell 71b are supplied to

a positive input of a differential amplification circuit

93 of the comparison section 62 and the signal V3 stored

in the storage cell 71c and the signal V4 stored in the



storage cell 71d are supplied to a negative input of the

differential amplification circuit 93 of the comparison

section 62

.

A load 91a to the comparison section 62 is

connected to the positive input of the differential

amplification circuit 93 while another load 91b to the

comparison section 62 is connected to the negative input

of the differential amplification circuit 93, and the

loads 91a and 91b convert currents inputted thereto from

the storage cells 71a to 71d into voltages. A variable

current source 92 generates bias current and supplies the

bias current to the positive input of the differential

amplification circuit 93 so that the bias current is

added as BIAS in the expressions (7) to (10) to one of

signals of the storage cells 71a to 71d which is inputted

to the positive input of the differential amplification

circuit 93. The differential amplification circuit 93

arithmetically operates a difference between signals to

the positive input and the negative input thereof.

For example, if an arithmetic operation selection

signal of the mode A is inputted from the arithmetic

operation control section 35 to the matrix circuit 72 of

the storage section 61, then the switches 81a to 84a are

switched on, and the signal VI stored in the storage cell



71a and the signal V2 stored in the storage cell 71b are

inputted to the positive input of the differential

amplification circuit 93 of the comparison section 62.

Further, the signal V3 stored in the storage cell 71c and

the signal V4 stored in the storage cell 71d are inputted

to the negative input of the differential amplification

circuit 93 of the comparison section 62. Accordingly, the

differential amplification circuit 93 executes the

arithmetic operation of the expression (7)

.

It is to foe noted that, while the comparison

section 62 uses the differential amplification circuit 93,

it may otherwise use a chopper type comparison circuit

instead

.

Subsequently, operation of the image processing

apparatus 1 is described with reference to a flow chart

of FIG. 7.

In step SI, pattern light (infrared rays) is

generated by the pattern light projection section 12 in

accordance with a control signal from the system control

section 11 and irradiated toward the imaging object 2.

Then, infrared rays and visible rays reflected from the

imaging object 2 are condensed by the lens 13 and

introduced into the prism 14.

In step S2, the incident light is spectrally



separated into the visible rays and the infrared rays by

the prism 14. The visible rays thus spectrally separated

are introduced into the imager 15 while the infrared rays

are introduced into the distance sensor 17.

In step S3, the imager 15 extracts color

information from the visible rays and outputs the color

information to the video signal processing section 16.

The video signal processing section 16 performs gain

adjustment and color signal processing for the color

information inputted thereto and outputs resulting

information as a color video signal to the computer 19.

Meanwhile, the distance sensor 17 receives the infrared

rays at the pixels 41 thereof and produces and outputs a

binary digitized signal, from which a peak of the

intensity of the infrared rays can be detected, to the

shape data processing section 18. It is to be noted that

the processing of the pixels 41 of the distance sensor 17

is hereinafter described. The shape data processing

section 18 determines a sampling timing at which the

infrared rays exhibit a peak from the binary digitized

signal from the distance sensor 17, arithmetically

operates the distance to the imaging object 2 in

accordance with the principle of triangular surveying

from the infrared rays intensity at the sampling timing.



and outputs the resulting distance as a shape data signal

to the computer 19.

In step S4, the computer 19 combines the color

video signal and the shape data signal inputted thereto,

performs computer graphics processing for the combined

signal and outputs a resulting signal to the monitor 3 or

outputs it to the external storage apparatus 4 so that it

is stored into the external storage apparatus 4, thereby

ending the processing.

Subsequently, operation when VI = s(k-4), V2 = s(k-

1) , V3 = s(k-2) and V4 = s(k-3) as sample signals of the

infrared rays intensity are stored in the storage cells

71a to 71d, respectively, of the pixels 41 of the

distance sensor 17 of FIG. 2 at the sampling timing k-1

in the timing chart of FIG. 9 is described with reference

to a flow chart of FIG. 8 and a timing chart of FIG. 9.

If a reset pulse signal transmitted from the timing

generator 32 is inputted to the light reception section

51 immediately after the sampling timing k-1 in step Sll,

then the light reception section 51 resets the reception

light level and starts reception of the infrared rays

newly (an accumulation phase in FIG. 9)

.

In step S12, the light reception section 51

photoelectrically converts the newly received infrared



rays in synchronism with a light reception section

transfer pulse signal (not shown) from the timing

generator 32 and outputs a resulting signal to the

amplification section 52.

In step S13, the amplification section 52 amplifies

the signal inputted thereto from the light reception

section 51 in synchronism with an amplification section

drive pulse signal (not shown) from the timing generator

32 and outputs the amplified signal to the arithmetic

operation section 53

.

In step S14, the arithmetic operation section 53

erases the signal s(k-4) of the storage cell 71a, which

is the oldest signal, in synchronism with a clear pulse

signal CLRl (FIG* 9) from the horizontal scanning circuit

33a, and then stores the signal from the amplification

section 52 into the storage cell 71a in synchronism with

a storage section transfer pulse signal TXl (FIG. 9) from

the horizontal scanning circuit 33a.

In step S15, the storage cells 71a to 71d outputs

the signals VI to V4 stored therein to the matrix circuit

72 .

In step S16, the matrix circuit 72 switches the

switches 81a to 84a on in response to a signal of the

mode A of an arithmetic operation selection signal from



the arithmetic operation control section 35. Of the

signals VI to V4 inputted from the storage cells 71a to

71d, the signals VI and V2 are supplied to the positive

input of the differential amplification circuit 93 of the

comparison section 62, and the signals V3 and V4 are

inputted to the negative input of the differential

amplification circuit 93.

In step S17, a signal obtained by adding the bias

BIAS supplied from the variable current source 92 to the

signals VI and V2 inputted to the positive input of the

differential amplification circuit 93 from the matrix

circuit 72 and the signals V3 and V4 inputted to the

negative input are converted from currents into voltages

by the loads 91a and 91b, respectively. The differential

amplification circuit 93 of the comparison section 62

executes arithmetic operation of the expression (7) given

hereinabove from the signals VI to V4 and the bias BIAS

in synchronism with a comparison section drive pulse

signal (not shown) from the horizontal scanning circuit

33a (in FIG. 9, an arithmetic operation phase). Then, a

result of the arithmetic operation is outputted to the

outputting section 54. In the example of FIG. 9, "1" is

outputted, and this indicates that a peak of the received

infrared rays intensity has been detected.



In step S18, the outputting section 54 outputs the

result of the arithmetic operation as a pixel signal to

the outputting circuit 34 over the common signal line 42

(in FIG. 9, an output phase) in synchronism with a

selection signal from the horizontal scanning circuit 33a

(which corresponds to the sampling timing k+1 of the

sampling synchronizing signal)

.

In step S19, the outputting circuit 34 outputs the

pixel signal to the shape data processing section 18 in

synchronism with a control pulse signal from the timing

generator 32 and ends the processing.

It is to be noted that the processing described

above is repeated for each sampling timing as seen from

FIG. 9. In particular, the processing enters an

accumulation phase of the arithmetic operation mode A at

a reset pulse signal immediately after the sampling

timing k-1, and enters an arithmetic operation phase at a

clear pulse signal CLR4 . Then, with a reset pulse signal

at the sampling timing k, the processing enters a next

accumulation phase of an arithmetic operation of the mode

B, and thereafter, the cycle described is repeated.

In the foregoing description, the light reception

section 51, amplification section 52, arithmetic

operation section 53 and outputting section 54 are

28



provided in each of the pixels 41. However, the

arithmetic operation section 53 and the outputting

section 54 may alternatively be provided outside the

pixel 41 as seen in FIG. 10* FIG. 10 shows a modified

distance sensor 17 wherein the arithmetic operation

section 53 and the outputting section 54 of each of the

pixels 41 of the distance sensor 17 which corresponds to

that of FIG, 2 are provided separately.

In FIG. 10, like elements to those of FIG. 2 are

denoted by like reference characters and overlapping

description of them is suitably omitted herein to avoid

redundancy. In the distance sensor 17 of FIG. 10, pixel

output lines 101 and a storage arithmetic operation area

102 are provided newly. Pixel signals from the pixels 41

in the optical area 31 are outputted to the corresponding

storage sections 61 in the storage arithmetic operation

area 102 over the corresponding pixel output lines 101.

Each of the pixels 41 shown in FIG. 10 includes the light

reception section 51 and the amplification section 52 of

FIG. 4, and elements serving as the arithmetic operation

section 53 and the outputting section 54 following the

light reception section 51 and the amplification section

52, respectively, are provided in the storage section 61

corresponding to the pixel 41 of the storage operation

29



area 102. The arithmetic operation section 53 and the

outputting section 54 are connected to a corresponding

one of the pixel output lines 101. Where the arithmetic

operation sections and the outputting sections of the

pixels 41 are provided separately in this manner, the

pixels 41 can be arranged efficiently in the optical area

31

.

FIG. 11 is a timing chart illustrating processing

of a plurality of pixels 41 of the optical area 31 and

the storage arithmetic operation area 102 of FIG. 10. In

particular, for example, with regard to the pixel i-1,

the storage section 61 of the storage arithmetic

operation area 102 stores, at the sampling timings k and

k+1 of FIG. 9, a signal inputted thereto in synchronism

with a transfer pulse signal from the light reception

section 51 through the amplification section 52 and over

the pixel output line 101 into a storage cell (one of the

storage cells 71a to 71d in which data of the oldest

timing is stored) from which data has been erased in

synchronism with a clear pulse signal. Then, the light

reception section 51 corresponding to the storage section

61 is reset by a reset pulse signal and starts light

reception newly. On the other hand, the signals stored in

the storage cells 71a to 71d are arithmetically operated



in response to an arithmetic operation selection signal

inputted from the arithmetic operation control section 35

and a result of the arithmetic operation is outputted to

the outputting section 54. Then, the outputting section

54 outputs the received signal to the outputting circuit

34 over the common signal line 42 in synchronism with a

selection signal from the horizontal scanning circuit 33a

Thereafter, the next pixel i executes the processing

illustrated in FIG. 9 at the sampling timings k and k+1

same as those for the pixel i-1. It is to be noted that,

while the distance sensor 17 of FIG. 10 is of the

horizontal scanning type same as that of FIG. 2, it may

have a construction otherwise of the vertical scanning

type shown in FIG. 3.

While, in the foregoing description, the image

processing apparatus executes three-dimensional image

processing, it may execute some other processing which

requires arithmetic operation processing together with

image processing. For example, the image processing

apparatus may be applied also to a thermography apparatus

which measures a temperature distribution together with

image information, or may be applied to a three-

dimensional thermography apparatus by combining the

three-dimensional image processing described above and



the thermography apparatus.

Where each of the pixels 41 has an arithmetic

operation function as described above, image processing

on the real-time basis is allowed.

While preferred embodiments of the present

invention have been described using specific terms, such

description is for illustrative purposes only, and it is

to be understood that changes and variations may be made

without departing from the spirit or scope of the

following claims.



What Is Claimed Is:

1. An image processing apparatus having an optical

area in which a plurality of elements are disposed in a

matrix, comprising

:

light reception means for receiving light

introduced into said elements of said optical area and

photoelectrically converting the light;

arithmetic operation means for arithmetically

operating a signal obtained for each of said elements by

the photoelectric conversion by said light reception

means in accordance with a predetermined rule;

outputting means for outputting a result of the

arithmetic operation of said arithmetic operation means

for each of said elements; and

timing adjustment means for adjusting a timing at

which the result of the arithmetic operation is to be

outputted for each of said plurality of elements from

said outputting means.

2. An image processing apparatus according to

claim 1, wherein said arithmetic operation means includes

storage means for successively storing a plurality of

signals at different timings obtained by the

photoelectric conversion

.

3 . An image processing apparatus according to



claim 2, wherein said arithmetic operation means executes

comparison arithmetic operation for a combination of a

plurality of ones of the signals stored in said storage

means

.

4. An image processing apparatus according to

claim 3, wherein the comparison arithmetic operation

includes an arithmetic operation for determining a

maximum value or a minimum value of the signal.

5. An image processing apparatus according to

claim 1, wherein said outputting means outputs results of

the arithmetic operation for each of the rows or the

columns of said elements at a timing adjusted by said

timing adjustment means,

6. An image processing method for an image

processing apparatus which has an optical area in which a

plurality of elements are disposed in a matrix,

comprising:

a light reception step of receiving light

introduced into said elements of said optical area and

photoelectrically converting the light;

an arithmetic operation step of arithmetically

operating a signal obtained for each of said elements by

the photoelectric conversion of the processing in the

light reception step in accordance with a predetermined



rule;

an outputting step of outputting a result of the

arithmetic operation of the processing in the arithmetic

operation step for each of said elements; and

a timing adjustment step of adjusting a timing at

which the result of the arithmetic operation is to be

outputted for each of said plurality of elements by the

processing in the outputting step.

7. An image processing method according to claim 6,

wherein the arithmetic operation step includes a storage

step of successively storing a plurality of signals at

different timings obtained by the photoelectric

conversion

.

8. An image processing method according to claim 1,

wherein the arithmetic operation step executes comparison

arithmetic operation for a combination of a plurality of

ones of the signals stored by the storage step.

9. An image processing method according to claim 8,

wherein the comparison arithmetic operation includes an

arithmetic operation for determining a maximum value or a

minimum value of the signal.

10. An image processing method according to claim

6, wherein the outputting means outputs results of the

arithmetic operation for each of the rows or the columns



of said elements at a timing adjusted by the timing

adjustment step.



ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

The invention provides an image processing apparatus

and method wherein image signals can be arithmetically

processed on the real-time basis. Infrared rays introduced

into a light reception section are photoelectrically converted

in synchronism with a reset pulse signal supplied from a

timing generator and are outputted to an amplification section

in synchronism with a light reception section transfer pulse

signal supplied from the timing generator. The signal

inputted to the amplification section is amplified to a level

necessary for processing in an apparatus in the following

stage in synchronism with an amplification section drive pulse

signal supplied thereto from the timing generator, and

outputted to an arithmetic operation section. The signal

inputted to the arithmetic operation section is temporarily

stored into a storage section, and a predetermined arithmetic

operation designated by an arithmetic operation selection

signal from an arithmetic operation control section is

performed for the signal by a comparison section to produce a

binary digitized signal. The binary digitized signal is

outputted to an outputting section. The signal inputted to

the outputting section is outputted as a pixel signal over a

common signal line in synchronism with a selection signal from

a horizontal scanning circuit.
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F I G.7

(start)

SI

PATTERN LIGHT IS IRRADIATED, AND LIGHT
FROM IMAGING OBJECT 2 IS CONDENSED BY
LENS 13 AND INTRODUCED INTO PRISM 14

S2
LIGHT IS SPECTRALLY SEPARATED INTO VISIBLE
RAYS AND INFRARED RAYS BY PRISM 14. AND
INFRARED RAYS ARE OUTPUTTED TO DISTANCE
SENSOR 17 WHILE VISIBLE RAYS ARE OUTPUT
TO IMAGER 1 5

S3

VISIBLE RAYS ARE INPUTTED TO IMAGER 15, FROM WHICH
COLOR INFORMATION IS OUTPUTTED TO VIDEO SIGNAL
PROCESSING SECTION 16.
VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSING SECTION 16 PERFORMS GAIN

ADJUSTMENT AND COLOR SIGNAL PROCESSING AND
OUTPUTS COLOR VIDEO SIGNAL TO COMPUTER 19.
INFRARED RAYS ARE PROCESSED BY DISTANCE SENSOR

1 7 AND OUTPUTTED AS BINARY DIGITIZED SIGNAL TO
SHAPE DATA PROCESSING SECTION 18, AND SHAPE DATA
PROCESSING SECTION 1 8 CALCULATES AND OUTPUTS
DISTANCE TO COMPUTER 19.

S4
COMPUTER 1 9 PERFORMS COMPUTER GRAPHICS
PROCESSING FOR COLOR VIDEO SIGNAL AND
SHAPE DATA AND OUTPUTS RESULTING DATA TO
MONITOR 3 OR EXTERNAL STORAGE APPARATUS 4

(end)



F I G . 8 (start )
S11

INFRARED RAYS ARE RECEIVED BY L^HT RECEPTION
SECTION 51 IN SYNCHRONISM WITH RESET PULSE FROM
TIMING GENERATOR 32

S12

RECEIVED INFRARED RAYS ARE PHOTOELECTmCALLY
CONVERTED AND OUTPUTTED TO AMPLIFICATION
SECTION 5 2 IN SYNCHRONISM WITH LIGHT RECEPTION^
SECTION TRANSFER PULSE FROM TIMING GENERATOR 32

SI3

SIGNAL INPUTTED TO AMPLIFICATION SECTION 52 IS

AMPUFIED AND OUTPUTTED TO ARITHMETIC OPERATION
SECTION 5 3

S14

ARITHMETIC OPERATION SECTION 5 3 ERASES STORAGE
OF STORAGE CELL 7 1 a IN SYNCHRONISM WITH CLEAR
PULSE CLR1 FROM HORIZONTAL SCANNING CIRCUIT 3 3a.

AND STORES SIGNAL FROM AMPLIFICATION SECTION 5^
INTO STORAGE CELL 7 1 a IN SYNCHRONISM WITH NEXT
STORAGE SECTION TRANSFER PULSE

STORAGE CELLS 7 1 a TO 71 d OUTPUT SIGNALS
STORED THEREIN TO MATRIX CIRCUIT 7 2

S15

I

SI 6
MATRIX CIRCUIT 7 2 SWITCHES ON SWITCHES ^ a TO 8 4a IN

RESPONSE TO SIGNAL OF MODE A OF ARITHMETIC OPERATION
SELECTION SIGNAL FROM ARITHMETIC OPERATION CONTROL
SECTION 35, AND OUTPUTS THOSE ONES VI AND V2 OF OUTPUTS
OF STORAGE CELLS 7 1 a TO 7 1 d TO POSITIVE "NPUT OF DIFFER-
ENTIAL AMPLIFICATION CIRCUIT 9 3 OF THE COMPARISON SECTION 6 2

AND THOSE ONES V3 AND V3 OF OUTPUTS TO NEGATIVE INPUT

S17

BIAS FROM VARIABLE CURRENT SOURCE 9 2 IS INPUTTED
ADDITIONALLY TO POSITIVE INPUT OF DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFICATION CIRCUIT 93, AND INPUTS TO POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE INPUTS OF DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFICATION
CIRCUIT 9 3 ARE COMPARED WITH EACH OTHER
RESULT OF COMPARISON IS OUTPUTTED TO OUTPUTTING

SECTION 5 4

S18

OUTPUTTING SECTION 5 4 OUTPUTS COMPARISON RESULT
AS PIXEL SIGNAL TO OUTPUTTING CIRCUIT 3 4 OVER
COMMON SIGNAL LINE 4 2

S19

PIXEL SIGNAL INPUTTED TO OUTPUTTING CIRCUIT 3 4 IS

OUTPUTTED TO SHAPE DATA PROCESSING SECTION 18

(end)
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Revision of PTO/SB/106 (8-96)

SGNY-T0925 BY EXPRESS MAIL NO. EL387335555US

Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

Japanese Language Declaration

As a below named inventor, 1 hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as

stated next to my name.

1 believe ! am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one

named is listed below) or an original, first and joint Inventor (if

plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is

claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention

entitled.

IMAGE PROCESSING APPARATUS AND METHOD

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the

following box is checked:

J [ was filed on as United States Application

Number or PCT International Application Number
and was amended on (if applicable).

''"1

1 hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understand the

contents of the above identified specification, including the

claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

1 acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is

material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of

Federal Regulations, Section 1„56.

(b)gsteai;tTietf5, iikmsj.)\-<r>m(r><>tt< hii-ii@i¥3
^U-CVN5«fFtt:ft*»si 3 6 5 {a)git3E-fOBgttiH. x

1 hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35, United States

Code, Section 119(a)-(d) or 365(b) of any foreign

application (s) for patent or inventor's certificate, or 365(a) of

any PCT International application which designated at least

one country other than the United States, listed below and
have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign

application for patent or inventor's certificate, or PCT
International application having a filing date before that of the

application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application(s)

P 11 -218349 Japan

(Number) (Country)

Priority Not Claimed

2 August 1999

(Day/Monthnrear Filed)
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(Number) (Country) (Day/MonthA'ear Filed)

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code,

Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s)

listed below.

(Application No.) (Filing Date) (Application No.) (Filing Date)

^ (Application No.)

(Application No.)

(Filing Date)

(Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code,

Section 120 of any United States application(s), or 365(c) of

any PCT International application designating the United

States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of

each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the

prior United States or PCT International application in the

manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United

States Code, Section 112, 1 acknowledge the duty to disclose

information which is material to patentability as defined in

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1 .56 which

became available between the filing date of the prior

application and the national or PCT International filing date of

application.

(Status; Patented, Pending, Abandoned)

(Status: Patented. Pending, Abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own
knowledge are true and that all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true; and further that

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful

false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of

the United States Code and that such willful false statements

may be jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent

issued thereon.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, 1 hereby

appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) to prosecute

this application and transact all business in the Patent and

Trademark office connected therewith {list name and
registration number)

Karl A Limbach 18,689

George C. Limbach 19,305

John K. Uilkema 20,282

Neil A Smith 25,441

Veronica C. Devitt 29,375

Ronald L Yin 27,607

Gerald T Sekimura 30,103

Michael A. Staliman 29,444

Philip A. Girard 28,848

Michael J. Pollock 29,098

Steven M Everett 30,050

Alfred A Equitz 30,922

Charles P. Sammut 28,901

Mark C. Pickering 36,239

Patricia Coleman James 37,155

Kathleen A. Frost 37,326

Alan A Limbach 39,749

Douglas C. Limbach 35,249

Seong-Kun Oh*
Cameron A. King 41,897

Kyla L Harriel 41,815
* Recognition under 37 CFR 10 9ii}}

Mayumi Maeda 40,075

Michael R Ward 38,651

Roger S. Sampson 44,314

Charles L. Hamilton 42,624

Andrew V Smith 43,132

Enc H Hoover 37,355

Frank J Mycroft P-46,946

Pansa Jorjani P-46,813

Robert M. McConnell P-46,912

J. Thomas McCarthy 22,420

Joel G. Ackerman 24,307

H"

ij

Send Correspondence to:

Charles P. Sammut, Esq.

Limbach & Limbach L.L.P.

2001 Ferry Building

San Francisco, CA 94111-4262

Direct Telephone Calls to: {name and telephone

number)

Charles P. Sammut
(415) 433-4150

Fu!! nanne of sole or first inventor:

SHINICHI YOSHIMURA

Inventor's signature Date

Residence

Tokyo, Japan

mm Citizenship

Japan

Post Office Address

c/o SONY CORPORATION
7-35, Kitashinagawa 6-chome
Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 141-0001 JAPAN
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